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SUMMARY

Goal-oriented logistics and supply chain professional with more than 10 years of experience. A 
project manager who can lead multiple projects simultaneously that result in improved efficiency 
and cost savings. Has demonstrated excellent proposal, contract, and service-level management 
abilities. A talented analyst who can identify and leverage underutilized capacities.

SKILLS

SAP, Database Management, Microsoft.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Deployment Analyst
ABC Corporation  2002 – 2020 
 Deployed finished goods from two plant facilities to thirteen third-party warehouses.
 Products deployed Eagle Sweetened Condensed Milk, Private Label Sweetened.
 Deployed Mincemeat, Egg Nog, and Kava from third-party Co-packers.
 Deployed divested product lines ReaLemon, RealLime, and Cremora.
 Worked closely with new owners to ensure proper placement into the supply chain.
 Worked closely with Sales, Marketing, Purchasing, Production Planning, Plant Managers, and 

shipping departments.
 Effectively trained users/clients who have a diverse range of technical knowledge.

Deployment Analyst
Delta Corporation  1997 – 1999 
 Provides onsite Go Live training and support on NextGen EHR to physicians and clinical staff 

Provides continuous clinical webex training sessions.
 Managed the distribution of finished goods from contract manufacturers across the NA 

network, resolving shipping &amp; invoicing discrepancies, exporting.
 Ensuring onsite scope is completed and all deliverables are collected prior to the release of 

dispatched onsite installation teams.
 Supporting multiple development projects from health checks to installations Tracking and 

resolving issues with devices after installation teams have.
 Executed the transfer of consumer finished goods between distribution centers by creating 

deployment orders in response to customer orders and/or.
 Directed Kimberly-Clark deployment teams Trailer On Flat Car (TOFC) cost-savings project that

was able to recognize $45 million in savings over a.
 Repositioned stock storage locations on multiple Stock Keeping Units (SKUs), allowing the 

product to flow through the supply chain more effectively.

EDUCATION

MS
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